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Please can you let me have comments on this.
Everything should have either an area or a

number of units, sized by metres.

Then once you have commented on this I will
do Option B, as any comments might be

applicable to both schemes

many thanks

Mike

As far as the utility room is concerned I think
door 1 is better so that there can be coats

where door 2 is suggested.  It would probably
be a good idea also to have the back garage
door opening outwards to give a bit of space

for gardening stuff.  The spare fridge and
washing machine can go under the work

surface as you suggest with the tall freezer
along side and cupboards above.  Perhaps

there could be a narrow cupboard against the
chimney breast in the garage for ironing board,

brooms etc.

Upstairs I was thinking that the wall which makes
one side of the airing cupboard would be

removed, so that the door into the bedroom
would remain where it is and there would be

more space.  I don’t want the bed to go under
the window and the radiator is there at the

moment.

I prefer option 2 for the shower room, plus the
cupboard and the answer is yes to build in

cupboards in the new bedroom.
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